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DYLAN JACK QUARTET DIAGRAMS 

There's a raw and honest spirit and a highly refined sense of detail in the music 
of Dylan Jack, a gifted dru and composer from the North Shore 

s also a roiling spontaneity and Ii 'ant clarity in the 
, made up of Jack, Eric Hofbauer on guita, odd Brunel 

nd Anthony Leva on bass. Diagrams is their comp ing debut 
release. 

Jack off s a bit of the backstory: "The lineup came together when \ nthony, 
who I'd en playing with for a couple of years prior, brought Todd, Er 
on boar for a gig he had booked in late 2015. I'd never met Eric or Toclf before 
that, bu he connection was pretty special. We played some free tunes 
'Geome I from this record. It left such an impression that I contacted er ryone 
to play my graduate MM recital at Longy School of Music [Bard Coll 

ay. That evening we played 'Geometry' as well as 'Are YouJ-Aade 
- ed gigs 

and this reco ing session." Soon after, Hofbauer suggested a rele 

Creative Natio abel. 
As an undergra ack studied at McNally Smith College 

MN under drummer/co 
important musical figure in my~ b11 oor C llf'fr: 
Jack explains, he gained "the inspiration to create compositions out of exercises 
or 'tools' - sticks, brushes, mallets, extended techniques, etc. Thanks to him my 



practice se.ssions can turn into compositions." This is why we hear such refreshing 
unpredictability in Jock's approach to form, harmony and rhythmic structure, 
a distillation of everything he's learned not only from Dahlgren but other role 
models such as Frank Zappa, Duke Ellington, lannis Xenakis and Edgard Varese. 

Interestingly, as a drummer Jack cites trumpeten as a maior influence: "Don 
Cherry, Dizzy Gillespie, e some of the players that I look 

ythmic inspiration." The drumm 
d Blackwell, Roy Haynes, "Papa• Jo Jones, S 

Bozzio, Bi 

but all st/ve for complete control of all four limbs and a sophisticate 
melody 
behind 

One Ian hear that sort of discipline and aesthetic sensitivity from ev, 
f quartet, beginning with Leva. •1 met Tony when I joined al and 

called Ja" ery in February 2014. We ployed avant-garde rock wit 
and I were the only ones allowed to improvise 

p ng level of trust that transferred 

wild. He' s not necessarily a 'jazz' player by definition, but that's why I wouldn't 
want any other bass player on this record. There's a child .. like innocence to his 
playing. His solos remind me of nursery rhymes." 

Hofbauer lends the music not just an adventurous harmonic sense but also a 
gutsy wood-and .. steel timbre, far from what Jack calls the "sweet, clean tone" 

favored by many modern jazz plectrists. "There ore some really scary moments 

where he and I ore so together that I wonder how it's even possible," soys Jock. 

•His rhythmic sense is unmatched and his sense of harmony is just as great. As 
someone who likes to use chords as melody-enhancers, I'm amazed at how Eric 
enhances the melody-enhancers. It's absolutely amazing.• 

Of Brunel, Jack enthuses: "Todd's contribution as an improviser is electric. He 

dyna 

up 

entil lo 
and to follow him on is 

ural 

way 

rules of Western harmony," Jack comments. •11m more interested on whether it is 
pleasing to my ears and ii it works with my melody.• 

About the individual pieces, Jack's remarks say much about his artistic process 
and guiding philosophy: 

ARE YOU MADE OF COINS? •1 wanted something with a straight-eighth feel 
lo really lock in with Tony, and a solid quarter-note pulse with a melody that's 

opposite and very syncopated. This to me is a great example of the harmony 
complementing the melody. The solo sections are similar in progression but I 

eliminated the odd-meter tails from the melody for the solos. I wanted the solos 
to sound as natural as possible. When I os writing this piece, I was traveling to 
Cambridge, MA multiple times a wee ing there you always need quarten 
for meters, so I had quarters in my ays. One day al my brother's 

house, they kept falling out and h yed that he yelled, 'What are 
you, made of coins?'" 

SENTENCED "This piece re'" 

then lull-on improvisation "j 
lay the melody and never 

and strict meter, we'r 
'cup. The title came about as I was wot 

hon bomber, Dzhokhor Tsornaev, being 
ctly affected by the bombing, but it hit eve one hard.• 

clear in my .ffl1~~~'11l"i!ll'M'Wfffi!'"l'l"luiill!"l~ll'i5i~!!ll''lffi"8il"lff""'~liiil~,ue. Little 
did I know that a one-page tune for that purpose would become a 14-minute 
experimental extravaganza. It's not os syncopated as 'Coins?' but it relies 
on polymetric textures in the melody. I often forget that I'm in 4/4 when I'm 
playing or listening to it. From start to finish it hos a haunting quality and each 
instrument seems to play the role of some part of a haunted house (creaky floors/ 



walls, scurrying creatures, blowing wind, etc.). Harmonically, I'm more interested 
in sound and effects than I om resolution. The vamps (Dm7b5 to Em7b5) have 
that creepy whole-step rise and descent. Oddly enough, the tune got its name 
from something not scary at all: it's o reference to one of my favorite episodes of 
South Park." 

GEOMETRY "This tune is named for the shape mode by connecting lines from 
Lydian scales on the circle of fifths. It makes use of G Lydian and Eb Lydian in 

.,..._ __ .. ...,_._...,._. ... .__._.,. .. 1iWJ1ically we 

create many differe 'shapes' with polyrhythms and poly-pulses thr. ughout." 
COMPARE AND ONTRAST "The head in consists of phrases in 8 with 

switching 

er five, three over five and four over five. The. 
n the head out it's tonal with the same rhyth 

b~eaks. Th_e solo section stays in four over:t.1v The int~re~ting 
engmg part 1s that regardless of where we or we are still m 5/8. 

s no room for error. It's very difficult to keep and in 5/8 while ,_ ________________ _ 
We rehearsed each section by itself and combined everything once we were 
comfortable. With a tune like this, you need to reach another level of trust with 

your musicians. I feel we achieved that." 
David R. Adler 
New York, May 2017 


